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By Graham Bitzer and Sarah Francino, Seneca Valley Intermediate High School

Stalking wild mushrooms, one of the greatest living things
ever, is a unique and joyful pastime for people all over the
world. These amazing organisms are not an animal or plant,
but a member of the fungi kingdom. Mushroom lovers, like
the Seneca Valley Master Naturalists, go mushrooming, or
mushroom hunting, to learn more about these important decomposers in our ecosystem. The variety of colors and
shapes of mushrooms are one of the draws to mushrooming.
To compare and contrast these denizens of the forest makes
for interesting work.

The maitake, sheepshead, or hen of the woods (all common
names for the same mushroom), can be identified by the following traits: cream to brownish color, gilled and layered fan
-shaped arms, white spore print, and mostly found at the base
of large oak trees. This mushroom is perennial, which means
it will likely reoccur in the same spot year after year. That is
why a person who discovers a sheepshead will often keep the
location secret.

The Hen of the Woods has medicinal values as well. Studies
have demonstrated immune boosting power for cancer patients, cancer fighting agents present in the mushroom, the
The wild mushroom can be majestic and beautiful, or un- ability to assist diabetic patients with sugar control, and the
sightly and gross. But of all the mushrooms we have spotted, presence of powerful antioxidants. Perhaps Ben Franklin
our favorite is one that can be found both locally and glob- should have said, “A Maitake a day keeps the doctor away.”
ally: The Maitake. This member of the Grifola genus can
grow up to 100 lbs, which explains why it is sometimes NOTE: Caution should be exercised when handling wild
called, “The King of Mushrooms”. This “choice edible” is mushrooms. Some species are deadly, and many are poisonwidely used in the culinary arts, and is even available some- ous. Under no circumstances should anyone eat a wild
times at your local Giant Eagle. The good news is that it can mushroom without verification of identification from an exalso be found wild in the fall in Pennsylvania, from Septem- pert.
ber until November.

Pittsburgh honored as host city for
World Environment Day
By Kelsey Mitchell & Sahar Arbab, Allegheny College Students

What is World Environment Day (WED)?
WED was established in 1972 to bring attention to the importance of obtaining greener communities. This is one of the
United Nation‟s initiatives to educate various regions on environmental issues that the world is facing. This is one of the largest environmental celebrations and will be taking place between
Earth Day, April 22, and World Environment Day on June 5.

environmental matters. This follows their recent participation as
the host city for G-20 2009. Pittsburgh has turned its focus to
green architecture and outdoor recreations. Pittsburgh is proud
of its three rivers and works to maintain their structure and biodiversity.
How is Creek Connections part of the celebration?
Creek Connections 2010 Student Research Symposia at
Allegheny College and YMCA Camp Kon-O-Kwee are devoted
to environmental education and building an environmentally
concerned youth. Our symposia are listed as events that are going to take place during the six-week WED celebration.

Why was Pittsburgh chosen?
For more information visit http://www.pittsburghwed.com
Recently Pittsburgh has become a leader in political and
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The Top 10 Reasons YOU Should Go To Summer 2010 Creek Camp!
(Comments from past Creek Campers – Taken from our Creek Camp Blog: http://www.creekcamp.blogspot.com/)
*Please note that planned activities change from year to year.

10. You get to conduct a scientific research project:
“This morning, we went out to test and study the chemicals in the creek. After we got to the site it started raining really
hard. However, we got out our kits and studied upstream of the Woodcock Dam. Our group studied temperature, ph
levels, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen (among other things). We obtained these results so we can compare them to
downstream of the dam. The results will be in soon and the cold will definitely worth it.”
9. You can learn about local plant life:
“This afternoon, we met a man who speaks „tree‟… PLUS, he even gave us our own „Learn to speak Tree‟ guides”
8. Go on some canoeing adventures:
“We entered the water and we were off!!! Paddling and steering and learning the ropes and brushing up on our skills…
we went out to the mini island.”
7. Discover the geology of streams:
“We spent around an hour constructing and demolishing dams in the stream table. At the end we built one big dam
across the entire table and held lots of water. It worked great for a little until it collapsed. We got wet and dirty but had
lots of fun!”
6. Catch macroinvertebrates in the creek:
“Then we went into the water with big nets and started the riffle salsa, shaking all the rocks making little bugs and organisms stick in our nets.” “It was really interesting and we could see many species like aquatic sowbugs and blackfly
larvae!!”
5. Talk to owls:
“We managed to call in two adult [barred owls] and two of their babies. It was a fascinating experience, and everyone
loved it.”
4. Goofing around with the campers and counselors:
“I really enjoyed the hike and it was really entertaining when Cam scared the spit out of the girls. It was a nice
experience.”
3. See some very strange sights:
“We took a little side trip today to the spillway where the water was filled to max capacity with carp...creepy...plus the
ducks were just stepping all over them to get the bread we were throwing. Truthfully, the fish looked like the Inferi
from Harry Potter 6...yikes...”
2. Encounters with all kinds of wildlife:
“The corn snake was a female that loved to wind herself in knots around your wrists and arms. The milk snake was
constantly searching for a place to hide and had to be extracted from one of the boy‟s hoods!”
And the #1 reason why you should go to Creek Camp:
“We really did have so much fun and I'm sad that this week it almost over. We've all made such good friends. It was
more fun than I've had in a long time!”

Are you a current 9th or 10th grader that wants to learn more about Creek Camp and how you
can apply? Visit http://creekconnections.allegheny.edu/creekcamp.html
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Feature Creature
by Lucas Carrión, Allegheny College Student

I am a considered a true toad of the family bufonidae. I am about 4-9 inches in length, mostly brown
and yellow. My most distinctive features are two
large poison glands behind
each of my eyes. I am native to Central and South
America, but I have been
taken all over the world because of my ability to eat
everything I can get my
mouth around. My name is
derived from my original
man-made purpose of dealing with beetles that were
destroying sugar crops in
Australia. Once introduced
to a new area, my species
multiplies quickly. This is mainly due to the tenacity
of our males which have been seen trying to mate
with the dead and other species (we aren‟t very
bright). Although I have many known predators such

as the Broad-Snouted Caiman and the Banded CatEyed Snake, I am extremely poisonous to whoever
ingests me. We have caused the deaths of many native species that are unfamiliar
with our poisonous nature. The
combination of my deadly poison and my species‟ ability to
mate at a rapid rate has garnered us the label of invasive
species. To most humans, we
are considered a nuisance. Human governments of our infested areas have encouraged
our deaths and have even put
out rewards for our extermination. However, others have
loved us and created a sort of
cult following of our species. Do you know who I
am?
Photo from: http://www.swarthmore.edu/NatSci/cpurrin1/
bio97/toxins2009.htm

Testing Tip
By Amy Kerschner, Allegheny College Student

Be Gentle With Your Macros!
When students pull their kick net full of squirming macroinvertebrates out of
the creek, their first instinct is to pinch these crawling creatures between their fingers and throw them in the tray to get a closer look. We know that catching and
identifying macros is super cool and exciting, but it is important to try to be careful with the macros when picking them off of the kick net. Creek Connections provides spoons and forceps that can be used to help students get the macros off of
the net and into the tray safely, and the forceps work just as well as your fingers,
but they are less likely to hurt the macro.
Our goal at Creek Connections is for students to be able to study watersheds
and wildlife in order to learn how to conserve and preserve the environment, and
not to hurt it. So, try to use the spoons and forceps with the critters, or just be very
careful while you are picking macros off of the kick nets. Remember, it is easier to
observe and identify a live macro, and not a squished one!
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Connect with

CREEK CONNECTIONS
Box 10, Allegheny College
520 North Main St.
Meadville, PA 16335
Phone: 814.332.5351
Fax: 814.332.2789
Email: creek@allegheny.edu
Web: http://creekconnections.
allegheny.edu
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FEATURE CREATURE ANSWER:
This issue‟s Feature Creature (pg. 3) is a Cane Toad, Bufo marinus.

is supported by:
Allegheny College,
Richard King
Mellon Foundation, Bayer Foundation, PNC Bank,
Massaro Corporation, Alcoa Foundation, Grable Foundation,
Howard Heinz Endowments, the
Frick Fund of the Buhl Foundation,
PPG Industries and
The Nature Conservancy.
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